Graduation Ceremony 2016

Master’s In International Relations
Master’s In International Security
Erasmus Mundus Master’s In Public Policy

JUNE 20, 2016
6:00 pm

Welcome
Prof. Narcís Serra, IBEI President
Prof. Robert Kissack, IBEI Assistant Professor & Head of Studies

Keynote Speaker
“The EU in a changing security environment”
Antonio Missiroli, Director of the European Union Institute for Security Studies

Speakers to address the students
Elisabeth Johansson-Nogués, IBEI Assistant Professor
Warren Quinton, IBEI student

Conferment of Degrees by the vice-rectors of the UAB, UB and UPF

Closure
Prof. Narcís Serra, IBEI President

Glass of cava

UPF - ESCI Auditorium
Passeig de Pujades, 1
08003 Barcelona
Google Maps

Registration Form
Registration is required